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H → bb̄ in VBF at the LHC with an extra central photon(∗)
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Summary. — The LHC potential for a measurement of the Higgs boson coupling
to the b-quark in the standard model is not well established yet. We show that
requiring a large-transverse-momentum photon in the light Higgs boson production
via vector-boson fusion (with subsequent H → bb̄ decay) could provide a further
handle on the Hbb̄ coupling determination, and on the measurement of the HWW
coupling as well.

PACS 12.15.-y – Electroweak interactions.
PACS 12.15.Ji – Applications of electroweak models to specific processes.

1. – Introduction

Once the Higgs boson is discovered at the LHC, it will be crucial to test its proper-
ties, and check how well they fit in the standard model (SM) framework. Higgs boson
couplings to vector bosons, heavy quarks and heavy leptons can in principle be measured
by combining informations on different production and decay channels [1].

A measurement of the Higgs boson coupling to b quarks seems presently quite challeng-
ing. On the one hand, the SM Higgs production channel bb̄ → H is overwhelmed by the
main production process gg → H at the LHC [2]. On the other hand, processes involving
the Hbb̄ coupling via the Higgs decay H → bb̄ (for mH � 140 GeV) seem at the moment
hard to manage, due to the large b (and, more generally, jet) background expected from
pure QCD processes. The H → bb̄ decay in the Higgs production via vector-boson fusion
(VBF) has been studied in [3]. It gives rise to four-jet final states, out of which two
jets should be b-tagged. Although the VBF final states have quite distinctive kinemat-
ical features (i.e., two forward jets with a typical transverse momentum of order MW

plus a resonant b-jet pair produced centrally), different sources of QCD backgrounds and
hadronic effects presently make the relevance of this channel for a Hbb̄ coupling deter-
mination difficult to assess. For instance, triggering on bb̄jj final states must confront

(∗) Based on work done in collaboration with Emidio Gabrielli, Fabio Maltoni, Barbara Mele,
Mauro Moretti and Roberto Pittau.
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Fig. 1. – Tree-level t-channel Feynman diagrams for H production via pp → H γ jj.

with the corresponding large QCD four-jet trigger rate. The Htt̄ associated production,
where the Higgs boson is radiated by a top-quark pair, with subsequent H → bb̄ decay,
could also provide a Hbb̄ coupling measurement. Nevertheless, the recent inclusion of
more reliable QCD background estimate and detector simulation in the corresponding
signal analysis [4] have lowered the expectations on the potential of this channel.

Here we report on a further process that could help in determining the Hbb̄ coupling,
that was recently studied in [5] (where more details can be found). We consider the Higgs
boson production in VBF in association with a large-transverse-momentum photon (i.e.,
pT � 20 GeV) emitted centrally (i.e., with pseudorapidity |ηγ | < 2.5)

(1) pp → H γ jj + X → bb̄ γ jj + X,

where H decays to bb̄, and, at the parton level, the final QCD partons are identified
with the corresponding jets j. Disregarding the resonant contribution to the process
coming from the WHγ, ZHγ production, the dominant Feynman diagrams are the ones
involving VBF (as shown in fig. 1, where the Higgs decay to bb̄ is not shown). Final
states bb̄ γ jj arising from photon radiation off one of the two b-quarks arising from the
Higgs boson decay (via pp → H(→ bb̄ γ) jj) fall outside the experimental mbb̄ resolution
window around the mH , due to the requirement of a large-pT photon.

2. – Benefits from the central photon

Adding a central photon to the pp → H(→ bb̄) jj final state, despite a further e.m.
fine-structure constant α that depletes production rates, gives a number of benefits [5]:

– first of all, the presence of an additional high-pT photon can improve the triggering
efficiencies for multi-jet final states, such as those needed to select pp → H(→ bb̄) jj
events;
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Fig. 2. – Representative classes of Feynman diagrams contributing, at parton level, to the
background process pp → bb̄ γ jj. Here q and g stand for a light quark (u, d, s) and gluons,
respectively.

– there is a large gluonic component entering the partonic processes giving rise to the
QCD backgrounds to the bb̄ γ jj final state, as shown in fig. 2; as a consequence, the
QCD backgrounds are in general much less active in radiating a large-pT photon
with respect to the VBF signal;

– further dynamical coherence effects dramatically suppress the radiation of a photon
in the irreducible QCD background to bb̄ γ jj, when the photon is central (i.e.
emitted outside the typical radiation cone around the initial/final quark legs, for
quarks scattered in the t-channel);

– a similar coherence effect depletes the HZZ amplitudes (involving neutral currents)
with the respect to the HWW ones (involving charged currents) in fig. 1, increasing
the relative sensitivity to the HWW coupling in the radiative channel; then, a
measurement of the bb̄ γ jj rate could lead to a combined determination of the
Higgs boson couplings to b quarks and W vector bosons, with less contamination
from the HZZ coupling uncertainties;

– the requirement of a central photon strongly reduces the background arising from
alternative Higgs boson production processes, such as the one coming from the
virtual gluon fusion g∗g∗ → H diagrams, with a photon radiated off any external
quark leg.

In the following, we will elaborate on a few of the previous items.

3. – Production rates: signal versus background

In table I, the cross-sections for the signal and irreducible background for the process
in eq. (1) are shown for three values of the Higgs boson mass, as independently obtained
by the Monte Carlo event generators ALPGEN [6], and MadEvent [7], with the choice of
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Table I. – Cross-sections for the signal and the irreducible background for the optimized event
selection, as defined in eq. (2). The signal and irreducible background production rates for the
plain VBF process are also shown, with the same event selection.

mH 120 GeV 130 GeV 140GeV

σ[H(→ bb̄)γjj] 3.6 fb 2.9 fb 2.0 fb

σ[bb̄γjj] 33 fb 38 fb 40 fb

σ[H(→ bb̄)jj] 320 fb 255 fb 168 fb

σ[bb̄jj] 103 pb 102 pb 98 pb

parameters described in [5]. The following event selection, that optimizes the significance
S/

√
B, has been applied:

pj1,b1
T ≥ 60GeV, pj2,b2

T ≥ 30GeV, pγ
T ≥ 20GeV,(2)

ΔRik ≥ 0.7, |ηγ | ≤ 2.5, |ηb| ≤ 2.5,

|ηj | ≤ 5, mjj > 800GeV, mH(1 − 10%) ≤ mbb̄ ≤ mH(1 + 10%),
|Δηjj | > 4, mγH ≥ 160GeV, ΔRγb/γj ≥ 1.2,

where ik is any pair of partons in the final state, and ΔRik =
√

Δ2ηik + Δ2φik, with
η the pseudorapidity and φ the azimuthal angle. For comparison, cross-sections and
irreducible background for the plain VBF process are also shown.

The above optimized event selection has been obtained by generating events according
to the basic event selection

pj
T ≥ 30GeV, pb

T ≥ 30GeV, ΔRik ≥ 0.7,(3)
|ηγ | ≤ 2.5, |ηb| ≤ 2.5, |ηj | ≤ 5,

mjj > 400GeV, mH(1 − 10%) ≤ mbb̄ ≤ mH(1 + 10%),
pγ
T ≥ 20GeV,

and maximizing the significance on the differential distributions

dσ

dmjj
,

dσ

dpj1
T

,
dσ

dpb1
T

,
dσ

dmγH
,

dσ

|Δηjj |
,

where j1 and b1 denote the leading pT light jet and b-jet, respectively, and mγH is the
invariant mass of the γbb̄ system.

In case the usual pattern of QED corrections held, the request of a further hard photon
would keep the relative weight of signal and background unchanged with respect to the
pp → H jj case. Indeed, the rates for pp → H γ jj and its background would be related
to a O(α) rescaling of the rates for the H jj signal and its background, respectively,
keeping the S/B ratio approximately stable. On the other hand, both the H γ jj signal
and its background statistics would decrease according to the rescaling factor O(α).
Consequently, if (S/

√
B)|H(γ) jj is the signal significance for the VBF process (with)

without a central photon, the signal significance for pp → H γ jj would fall down as
(S/

√
B)|Hγ jj ∼ √

α (S/
√

B)|H jj � 1/10 (S/
√

B)|H jj with respect to the basic VBF
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Table II. – Statistical significances with the optimized event selection as defined in eq. (2), for
an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1. The value εb = 60% for the b-tagging efficiency and a Higgs
boson event reduction by εbb̄ � 70%, due to the finite (±10%) bb̄ mass resolution, are assumed.
Jet-tagging efficiency and photon identification efficiency are set to 100%. Only the irreducible
background is included in B.

mH 120GeV 130 GeV 140GeV

S/
√

B|Hγ jj 2.6 2.0 1.3

S/
√

B|H jj 3.5 2.8 1.9

process. This would question the usefulness of considering the H γ jj variant of the H jj
process, apart from the expected improvement in the triggering efficiency of the detectors
due to the lower background rates.

In table I, one can see that the QED naive expectations do not necessarily apply when
restricted regions of phase space are considered (as discussed in detail in [5]). We see that
the naive QED rescaling fails for the main background processes pp → bb̄ (γ) jj, whose
rate drops by about a factor 3000 after requiring a central photon, due to destructive
interference (coherence) effects discussed in [5]. Since, on the other hand, the signal
cross-section roughly follows the naive QED rescaling σγ ∼ σ/100, the requirement of a
central photon gives rise to a dramatic increase (by more than one order of magnitude)
in the S/B ratio. Indeed, in table II, comparable statistical significances for the signal
with and without a photon are obtained, for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1.

In order to have a sensible estimate of the achievable S/B ratio and statistical signif-
icance at parton level, we computed in [5] with ALPGEN the cross-sections, assuming
mH = 120 GeV and with the optimized event selection of eq. (2), for three main poten-
tially dangerous processes(1):

– pp → γ + 4 jets, where two among the light jets are fake tagged as b-jets;

– pp → bb̄ + 3 jets, where one of the light jets is misidentified as a photon;

– pp → 5 jets, where one of the light jets is misidentified as a photon, and two light
jets are fake tagged as b-jets.

The cross-sections quoted in table III should then be multiplied by the appropriate
efficiencies: ε2fake for pp → γ + 4 jets, ε2bεγj for pp → bb̄ + 3 jets and 3 ε2fake εγj for pp → 5
jets, where εfake is the efficiency of mistagging a light jet as a b-jet, and εγj is the rejection
factor of a jet against a photon. Assuming εfake = 1% and εγj = 1/5000(2), one can see
that the reducible backgrounds do not perturbe dramatically the significancies of table II.

Apart from enhancing the S/B ratio, coherence effects in pp → H(→ bb̄)γ jj remark-
ably curb the relative contribution of the ZZ → H boson fusion diagrams with respect
to the WW → H ones. In order to prove this last statement, we selected, among all pos-
sible subprocesses contributing to pp → H (γ) jj, a first set of subprocesses (named N)
mediated only by the ZZ fusion, namely qq → H(γ)qq (in particular, we summed up
cross-sections for q = (u, d, s, c, ū, d̄, s̄, c̄)), and a second set of subprocesses (named C)

(1) We estimated that the process pp̄ → cc̄γjj, where the c-quarks are both mistagged as
b-quarks, (assuming εc = 10%) can be safely neglected.
(2) This is the value quoted in [8], see also [9].
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Table III. – Cross-sections for reducible background channels, for the optimized event selec-
tion (2). The value mH = 120 GeV is assumed.

Process pγ
T ≥ 20GeV

σ(pp → γ + 4j) 2.27(2) pb

σ(pp → bb̄ + 3j) 61.1(3) pb

σ(pp → 5j) 2.40(1) nb

mediated only by the WW fusion (in this case, we summed up the 8 cross-sections of
the type uc̄ → H(γ) ds̄). Calling σ(N,C) the cross-sections for the two latter sets, we
computed the following ratios among the radiative and the non-radiative processes at
the LHC:

σ(N)(Hγ jj)
σ(N)(H jj)

= 0.0016,
σ(C)(Hγ jj)
σ(C)(H jj)

= 0.013,

where we applied the cuts pγ
T ≥ 20 GeV, |ηγ | ≤ 2.5, and ΔRjγ ≥ 0.7, assuming mH =

120 GeV. It is then clear that the radiation is suppressed in the presence of the HZZ
vertex.

Thanks to the above feature, the H(→ bb̄)γ jj production at the LHC can have a role
not only in the determination of the Hbb coupling, but also for a cleaner determination
of the HWW coupling.

The analysis presented above does not include parton shower effects. The latter
are expected to further differentiate the signal and background final-state topology and
composition. A preliminary analysis of showering and central-jet veto effects points to an
improvement of S/

√
B by about a factor two [5]. The inclusion of complete showering,

hadronization, and detector simulations will be needed to establish the actual potential
of the process pp → H(→ bb̄)γ jj.
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